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GENERAL OUTLINES
Adult learning is vital for guaranteeing Europeans' continued employability and mobility in the modern
labour market. Adult learning also helps avoid the problems of  social exclusion that is often the
consequence of people having only basic skills. It is recognised as a crucial part of ‘lifelong learning’,
goal that emphasises that learning does not stop when you finish school or university.
The annual number of participates in adult education and training in Finland is 1.7 million, which
makes half of the working age population. This is a very high figure in international terms.
In Finland, an adult learner is one who is 25 or over (in practice). Adult learner can be a student at all
levels from primary to tertiary education.

Adult education has become an important part of Finnish education policy. The education level of older
generations is lower than that of the younger generations, so there is clear need for supplementary and
further education. Adult education is arranged for instance at universities, polytechnics, vocational
schools, vocational adult education centres, folk high schools, adult education centres and summer
universities. The types of study offered include teaching for basic qualifications, open access to studies
which are part of degree programmes, training for competence-based tests (e.g. language tests and
vocational qualifications), apprenticeship training, and additional and supplementary training in support
of vocational skills. Adult education may also include studies on civic skills, social studies or the
student's special interests.

Adult education which leads to a qualification is free of charge. Most other types of training are subject
to at least a partial fee, but there are also free courses on offer and courses at free-market prices. The
Ministry of Education provides funding for adult education and is responsible for developing it.
Adults may also complete comprehensive school or upper secondary school, or take part in the
matriculation examination, in special upper secondary schools for adults or in courses for adults at an
ordinary upper secondary school. Upper secondary schools for adults also provide education for foreign
students. Adult re-employment training is an important form of adult education. Its aim is to improve
the supply of skilled labour and make it easier for the unemployed to re-enter the labour market. The
Ministry of Labour is responsible for re-employment training, procuring courses and training from
different educational institutions for the unemployed or for people under threat of unemploymet.
Re-employment training is free of charge for students.

DESCRIPTION OF THE TAKK

TAKK is Vocational Adult Education Centre, located in Tampere.
Every learner gets a Personal Study Plan (HOPS). It is a plan of how student will acquire the target



skills and competences, based on the student"s present vocational skills.
Takk practices also Competence-based qualification system, which is flexible and individualized
system. From the stand point of learners it means that they can obtain a qualification, irrespective of
how the vocational skill was acquired, wether at work, in training, in self-study or in leisure pursuits.

Considering that education in Finland is free of charge for the student, therefore for the praparatory
training pay employment authorities, provincial administration, employers or apprenticeship centre.
Adult education degrees in Finland are offered only at the Institute of Adult Education of the
University of Tampere. Study is purely theoretical with examinations being given at three levels of
qualifications:
1. Vocational Qualification (VQ)- a proof that a learner has a basic knowledge and skills in the
profession.
2. Further Vocational Qualification (FQ) - a proof that learner has the skills and knowledge required
from a professional in the field.
3. Specialist Vocational Qualification (SQ) - a proof that a learner masters the most demanding jobs in
the field.

Sections offered at TAKK:
- Business and Administration (Business and administration, Business information technology, Sals,
Secretarial studies, Business administration, financing and accounting, Data processing, Management,
Shop manager, Foodstuffs manager)
- Comstruction (Construction, Housebuilding industry)
- Electrical Engineering ( Information technology, Lift mechanic, Electrican, Computer mechanic)
- Enterpreneurship (Enterpreneur)
- Householding, Institutional and Cleaning Services (Institutional cleaninng, Cleaning supervisor)
- HVAC ( Building maintenance technology, Plumber...)
- Metal Work and Automation (Mechanic, Plater...)
- Social and Health care (Practical nurse, Masseur, Special needs assistant in Educational institutions,
Child minder...)
- Surface Treatment Technology (Painter...)
- Tourism, Restaurant Services and Industrial Catering (Cook, Catering, Restaurant services...)
- Viechle Technology ( Viechle - mchanic, electrician, body repairer, painter...)
- Other (EU welder, Eu welding specialist..., Security guard, Porter, Safety and security...)
Takk offers also career guidance: Vocational guidance, Rehabilitation, Training courses for
immigrants.

· FIRST IMPRESSIONS
We visited one of the TAKK institutions and firstly they took us to the cleaning workshop, which was
very well equiped with different technical cleaning meterial, machines etc. This TAKK institution has
20 workshops. Most of programs are performed at beasic level. The traning program for becoming a
cleaner for example takes 11 months. We also saw the metal and mechanical workshop both very well
equiped. Afterwards they took us to have a coffee and on the way to school cafeteria we saw many
students, dressed in working overalls. People do not sometimes emagine, that a job of a cleaner takes
lots of knowledge too, moreover we often underestimate it. But on the picture bellow you can see a lot
of different requisits and they need to know also what king of cleaning material to use for certain



floors, and there is more than just material to be learned, like social skills.

Package Package

· QUALITY

----GOALS

Maing aim or basic qualification that TAKK is strieving for is successful customer service, not only by
students but also by teachers, because students are its customers. Therofore we have asked what kind of
competences and qualifications do teachers need for successfully servicing their customers? The
requirements for teachers are Finish language skills, Master"s degree (90% of teachers have it) and
experiences from the field of work. Futher on this does not guarantie quality of teaching, so we have
asked how does TAKK make sure that teacher is qualified for successful teaching? The following
answer was that after they write an application the individual interview and psyhchological test follow.
Further on this is still not completely enough to be cetrain that tecaher is qualified, further question was
asked if his or her teaching is being supervised in a way? Collegues and the head of institution chek
new teachers and students are aslo involved in this by reporting unsatisfactions or problems inside the
classrooms. Moreover tecahers are obliged to have development discussions constantly and inside the
institution they are offered further courses for being up to date and for self improvement.

But on the other hand I would like to emphasize another indicator of quality of teaching, especially for
adult students. The number of older people is increasing  and they need differrent approaches in
teaching than regular students, youngsters. Because they usually have more experiences gained thruogh
their life and certain background of different knowledge, the methods and curricula should be adjusted
to them. I have not heard during our interview about using some special methods that are adjusted to
adult participants. Nevertheless according to the classroom organization I may claim that they use a lot
of group learning and work, and so to provide tutorial help when needed. Cooperation encourages the
development of communication skills, self-development and learning how to manage personal
relationships, which is important for successful serving future customers. However program curricula
are more or less adapted to the adult learners needs, as curriculum is very flexible. There are three
entrance dates for potential learners to enrole into the selected study program. So the programs start
three times per year and if there is an urgent need for gaining qualifications, TAKK is making
obtaining of them possible.
But as adult learners bring to the classroom diverse abilities and experiences, curricula planning and
instructional approaches need to center on this diversity and begin at the reference point that is familiar
and progress to the unfamiliar. So because the curriculum is very flexible, it requres also techers to be
flexible in meeting the needs of constantly new groups of adult learners with different needs and
background. But rre they as flexible as the curriculm, and if how is then the high flexibility achieved,
becuse this takes a lot of effort and time? Nevertheless TAKK practices individual study plan, which is
obligational and in that way recognizes students" background in certain fields of work. But there is a
question rising, if these information are then included in planning the common curricula?  Are
planners of the curricula and techers or trainers aknowledged with their students backgrounds? If they
are, how do they implement these data in their teaching? However we saw that teachers are not
supervised. They use the self-evaluation procedure, which I believe gives more authority to the teacher



than the suprvision, but on the other hand the quality is then harder to be mesured. Nevertheless these
questions in order to be answered require further observation and data collecting. Howevere TAKK is
trying to make sure that teachers will be up-to-date as it has 20 chief teachers who have leadreship
skills and they go to companies and discuss about company issues and then transfer novelties to other
teachers. But implementation of novelties and inovations in teaching still remains questioned.

TAKK institution is well equipped because they practice very economic system. The companies
provide institution with all the machines and needed tehcnical material, so the TAKK gives them
half-products in return, made by students. They offer repairment services, provided by students under
supervision of the trainers too.  There are usually 10-50 students per a wrokshop and maximum
number of techers there at the same time can be 12. Which means, if there are 50 students and 12
trainers, one trainer has got aproximately 4-5 students to care for. Moreover students also teach each
other. It is so called "between generation teaching". Older students or more experienced on certain
technical equipment,  help younger ones or unexpirienced with certain technical equipment, to get
acquainted with it, perhaps to watch out for safetiness of  students and the mechanical aparatures. So
students have a role of a tutor, which gives them more responsibilities and therefore may also
encourage motivation. This means that students get help provided whether by teacher or other students,
if they search for it. They do not need to wait for help for a very long time, which is often a disdvantage
in ordinary calssrooms with 30 students and one teacher. This kind of tutoring gives good quality to
teaching provision on one hand, but on the other hand, it makes it harder to supervise so many students
and teachers at one time, because we can not guarantee that there are enough trainers in workshop
every time and all the time. For example we were entering one of the electrical classrooms where we
did not see any teacher at all (picture). I may say that tutoring and group work gives teachers different
roles of being facilitators and provisors of help, but it does not guarantie that the high quality will be
achieved without a teacher.

Package

Poor quality provision leads to poor quality learning outcomes. To ensure the quality of adult learning
special attention has to be paid to the various dimensions of quality.

Nowdays the communication skills are gaining more and more on their importance because of the
diversity of nations, migartions etc. and we know that personal competences are developed in
interactions with others, when we communicate with each other we improve our communication skills,
gain on self-esteem, we become a contributing part of the society. This leads us to another potential
critical indicator that we came accross at TAKK. Everything there is tought in Finish language,
teachers do not use English, even when teaching imigrants Finish language skills. On one hand this is
very good method for them to truly learn Finish, to be forced to use it. But on the other hand English
communication skills are necessary because they are affecting interactions in society. Adult learners are
therefore able to travel, socialize, secure employment, conduct bussines etc. And because company
business is extending throughout international level and workers will in future work with different
customers, even foreigners, they need English communication skills. It is direction for the future life of
students. If TAKK is trying its best to serve its customers-students, this lacking of English language
should receive more attention, so that student will become more compatible members of society in their
civic and working life. .



--- VET OUTCOMES AS INDICATORS FOR QUALITY OF EDUCATION
Since one of the outcomes of the VET is increasing the employability, I can say that TAKK is facing
this requrement very well. As the institution has high reputation for being relatively of high quality, and
they maintain their contcats with companies, also by selling them certain pruducts, therefore their
students have good possibilities to be employed afterwards. Moreover as the constant discussion is
going on between the TAKK and enterprises they are relatively successful in meeting the needs of the
world of work, at least in the practical area. But there is a doubt, which points on the provision of
theoretical part of study programs, how is this meeting the requirements of the world of work?

Another important outcome of VET is to make education accessible to disadvanatge groups, like
unemployed or imigrants. And among adult learners there are disadvantage groups, which need special
attention. And as TAKK is practicing individual discussions with learners, which is most important for
unemployed participants as well as imigrants, as they need resocialization to the new learning
environment, what is more individualized discussions and attention might help them to stay at the
educational institution and finish their studies and not to represent drop out students. Moreover the is
also visited by a worker from the employment office, who is trying to find the job for students and also
to inform the institution which are the greatest needs at the labour market.

However the main goals or outcomes of TAKK, according to the interview, are qualifications, finish
language skills, first aid provision, learning skills for successful customer service. And I can say that
TAKK is putting most of its efforts to them.

CONCLUSION
Today and in the near future VET teachers and trainers should be able to, for example, act as tutors and
mentors, guide and council students of different ages and cultural backgrounds, take care of
administrative work, design curricula, and cooperate actively with other colleagues and with working
life. The Common European Principles for Teacher Competences and Qualification adopted jointly by
the European Council and the European Commission during the year 2004 suggest that teaching is a
graduate profession, a profession placed within the context of lifelong learning. Teachers are said to be
the key players in how education systems evolve in developing the competence and employment of
people. Teacher need to be up to date not only with invoations in the working world but also with the
inovations and new knowledge in the pedagogical area. This shows the need for them to have their own
lifelong learning skills, which needs to be fulfilled.

Quality is not introduced only by measurable indicators like drop out rate, technig methods,
emlpoyability after completition of study program or being up to date, but also by educational stuff as a
persons, as unmeasurable indicator. The institution can not exist only as a buliding, because people
working there give it the proper atmospheare, they breath in the human spirit, kindness or reserveness.
And not only students feel this atmospheare and are influenced by it, but also as evaluator for quality
you are influenced by it and it effects your personal evaluation.
If quality evaluation is being done so as to enter the institution and meet people working there, have
contacts with them, it can not be done only objectively. Subjectivity always takes certain part in it.
Persons increase or decrease the quality of education, since the institution itself and its curricula is only
the material part of it, which can not function without humans. Therefore human part of educational
institution represents the very important part of it, it depends on them if written rules and procedures
are implemented and if, how. Moreover the educational procedure gains on its quality if people are



personally involved in it and it is not considered just as the obligation needed to be fulfilled.


